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1. Introduction
The objective of this study was to identify pathologies, detected either on post-mortem or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination, associated with lateral condylar (LC) fracture.

2. Materials and Methods
Eighty-four limbs from 42 horses underwent post-mortem and MRI examination. Associations between fractures and pathological and MRI findings were investigated using χ² tests. The sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive values of significant associations were calculated.

3. Results
Five (12%) of 42 horses had evidence of LC fracture on MRI examination. There was a significant association between LC fracture detected on MRI and ulceration palmar to the lateral transverse ridge (p = 0.02). Additionally, there was a significant
association between LC fracture detected on MRI and fissures in the lateral parasagittal groove (p = 0.04). The positive predictive values of these post-mortem findings for LC fracture were 23% and 20%, respectively.

4. Discussion

The reported prevalence of subclinical LC fracture may be sufficiently high to make screening for pre-catastrophic LC fracture economically viable. Although ulceration palmar to the lateral transverse ridge and the presence of a fissure in the lateral parasagittal groove were both strongly associated with the presence of subclinical LC fracture, neither type of pathology were highly predictive of LC fracture.
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